SERIES LIST:
Joanne Fluke’s Hannah Swensen Culinary Mysteries

**Chocolate Chip Cookie Murder**

The book that started it all...now a Hallmark Movies & Mysteries television movie starring Allison Sweeney and Cameron Mathison!

**Banana Cream Pie Murder**

Hannah Goes Bananas...for Murder! Hannah Swensen returns from her honeymoon to find Lake Eden ripe with murder. Can she solve the case without going bananas...or will the killer give her the slip?

**Christmas Caramel Murder**

’Tis the season for a merry mystery! But when a naughty Mrs. Claus turns up dead, the suspects start piling up faster than snowdrifts in a blizzard. Can Hannah catch the merry murderer in time for a happy holiday?

**Wedding Cake Murder**

It’s the Biggest Wedding in Cozy Mystery History! The queen of culinary suspense cooks up the mystery fans have been waiting for, and Hannah Swensen finally says “I do”!

**Double Fudge Brownie Murder**

Hannah works to clear her name, follow her heart, and find a killer more elusive than the perfect brownie...

**Blackberry Pie Murder**

The series’ sleuth suddenly finds herself going from baking cookie bars to behind prison bars after she accidentally hits a man with her cookie truck while driving down a winding country road.
Red Velvet Cupcake Murder

To everyone’s shock, Hannah is now the target of a murder investigation—and she’s feeling the heat in a way she never has before...

Cinnamon Roll Murder

Spring has sprung in Lake Eden, Minnesota, and the mud season is turning Hannah Swensen’s life upside down. But Hannah finds herself knee-deep in an even bigger mess when murder makes an unexpected visit to town...

Joanne Fluke’s Lake Eden Cookbook

Whether this is your first taste of Lake Eden, or you’re back for another helping, you can now bring the irresistible flavors of The Cookie Jar into your very own kitchen!

Devil’s Food Cake Murder

These days, everyone in Lake Eden, Minnesota, is buzzing with activity, and Hannah Swensen is no exception. But no matter how busy she may be, Hannah can always find time to help a friend in need—especially when he’s been murdered...

Gingerbread Cookie Murder

Nothing’s better on Christmas Eve than waiting for the stroke of midnight with a cup of eggnog and a plate of warm gingerbread cookies. But in this merry collection of holiday mysteries, murder is making its own special delivery...

Apple Turnover Murder

It’s early summer in Lake Eden, MN and The Cookie Jar is bustling with orders for wedding showers, graduation parties, and family gatherings. Hannah’s just wondering how they can get it all done when Mrs. Bascomb comes in to order twelve-hundred cookies...

Plum Pudding Murder

The yuletide season in Lake Eden, Minnesota, guarantees a white Christmas, delectable holiday goodies from Hannah Swensen’s bakery, The Cookie Jar—and murder. As a shadow hangs over her friends’ Christmas wedding, Hannah’s determined to cook a killer’s goose before anyone else get burned...
Cream Puff Murder

Winter in Lake Eden, Minnesota, is the perfect time to curl up by a cozy fire with something - and someone - sweet. But while bakery owner Hannah Swensen can provide herself with the confections, cuddling will have to take a back seat to sleuthing when her sometime-squeeze becomes a murder suspect...

Carrot Cake Murder

Summertime has finally arrived in Lake Eden, Minnesota, and Hannah Swensen, owner of The Cookie Jar bakery, is looking forward to warm, lazy days, eating ice cream, and sharing picnics with friends. But when a family reunion takes a deadly turn, it's up to Hannah to find a killer...

Candy Cane Murder

Bakery owner Hannah Swensen feels a little stuffed in her elf costume--but it's too late to count calories. Lake Eden's annual Christmas gala is upon her and eager children are waiting. But when a trail of candy canes leads to a corpse in a snow bank, Hannah must find Kris Kringle's killer.

Key Lime Pie Murder

It’s Tri-County Fair time and Lake Eden, Minnesota, is buzzing with more than mosquitoes. Hannah Swensen, owner of The Cookie Jar, is hot on the trail of a killer whose perfect carnival prize would be getting away with murder.

Cherry Cheesecake Murder

Hannah Swensen and her bakery, The Cookie Jar, bask in the glow of Hollywood glamour when Main Street becomes a movie set. And although tensions simmer as the cameras roll, no one expects the action to turn deadly...until it's too late...

Peach Cobbler Murder

With The Cookie Jar, Hannah Swensen has a mouthwatering monopoly on the bakery business of Lake Eden, Minnesota. But when a rival store opens, tensions begin to bubble...
Sugar Cookie Murder

The holidays are the icing on the cake for bakery owner Hannah Swensen. Surrounded by her loved ones, she has all the ingredients for a perfect Christmas—until murder is added to the mix . . .

Fudge Cupcake Murder

Hannah Swensen just can't keep her hands out of the batter when murder stirs things up in Lake Eden, Minnesota, leaving the sheriff dead, an innocent deputy accused, and a killer still on the loose...

Lemon Meringue Pie Murder

The residents of Lake Eden, Minnesota, are planning to paint the town red, white, and blue to celebrate the Fourth of July—but the fireworks are already going off at Hannah Swensen’s bake shop, The Cookie Jar...

Blueberry Muffin Murder

Hannah Swensen is back—and the cookies are crumbling—as acclaimed author Joanne Fluke serves readers another helping of murder, mayhem, and mouthwatering mystery...

Strawberry Shortcake Murder

When the president of Hartland Flour chooses cozy Lake Eden, Minnesota, as the spot for their first annual Dessert Bake-Off, Hannah is thrilled to serve as the head judge. But when a fellow judge, Coach Boyd Watson, is found stone-cold dead, facedown in Hannah’s celebrated strawberry shortcake, Lake Eden’s sweet ride to fame turns very sour indeed.

Chocolate Chip Cookie Murder

Take one amateur sleuth. Mix in some eccentric Minnesota locals. Add a generous dollop of crackling suspense, and you’ve got the recipe for this delicious new mystery series featuring Hannah Swensen, the red-haired, cookie-baking heroine whose gingersnaps are almost as tart as her mouth and whose penchant for solving crime is definitely stirring things up.